
WILDERNESS TREK DESTINATIONS 

This document has been created for future Wilderness Trek leaders who would be taking groups of
teens or young adults into the Wilderness.  It's always comforting to know where you are going,
how to get there and what to expect. This document has been created for that reason. 

If you just want to go backpacking yourself, or with a couple of friends, these destinations would be
perfect for you. I write about these because they are some of my favorite places and each place has
adequate campsites for large or small groups. Keep in mind that Wilderness Regulations limit the
size of a single party.  For these locations, that limit is 12. 

The Goat Rocks Wilderness 
Access point is Snowgrass Trail 96 near Chambers Lake and Packwood, WA.

Directions:     From Portland, OR , proceed north on I-5 into Washington.  Take Exit 68 onto
Highway 12 East.  A breakfast stop at SPIFFY’s RESTAURANT is a must!  Continue east on Hwy 12
for about 60 miles.  Turn right onto Forest Road 21 towards Walupt Lake.  The turnoff is 2.7 miles
west of the city of Packwood, WA.  Follow FS21 for 13 miles to a signed "Y" intersection showing
Chambers Lake to the left, Forest Road 2150.  Follow this road for about 3 miles where the road
splits.  If you go left, you will go to the Berry Patch Trail 96 Trailhead.  You are not going to
Chambers Lake or Berry Patch, but straight ahead In a short distance the road makes a turn-bout
loop...keep right.  You will see the Trail marker on your right and parking allowed on your left. 



Park and lock your vehicle.  Don’t forget to hang your Wilderness Parking Permit from the rearview
mirror mount.  Walk over to the trailhead station and fill out a hiking permit to attach to your
backpack for the duration of the trip.  With Map and Compass, begin your hike on Trail 95, often
referred to as the "Hikers Trail".  In a little more than a quarter mile you will notice a By Pass Trail on
your left.  This is often referred to as the "Horse Trail", which connects with the Berry Patch
Trailhead where you can catch Trail 96 to Goat Ridge and Hawkeye Point. 
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This particular trip into the Goat Rocks could be turned into a 15 mile loop by entering at Trail 95 and
returning on Trail 96, or the reverse. 

Day 1:
Proceed hiking Trail 95 until you reach the intersection of Trail 95 and Lily Basin Trails.  Along the
way you will have passed a few other trails, including 95A By Pass Trail that connects with The
PacificTrail 2000.  In a few days you will return to this spot to follow the Lily Basin Trail towards
Goat Lake and on to Hawkeye Point where you will find adequate campsites with plenty of water, but
very little availability of firewood for campfires; campfires are prohibited within 1/4 mile of Goat
Lake.  Those boundary signs are posted along the trail. 

But here is today's plan:  From this intersection of Trail 95 and Lily Basin Trail you can keep straight
ahead on 95 and find the trail that takes you up onto the mountain in front of you, to also intersect
with the Pacific Crest Trail.  There is water and many adequate campsites along the way.  As you stop
at the intersection of the PCT, take a look into the trees on your left, to the northwest of the PCT
intersection for a nice group campsite.

Day 2:
Recommended day hikes can be along the PCT towards the South, for about 3 miles, where you will
find the headwaters of the Cispus River and Cispus Pass, a

beautiful area dotted with lingering
snow into September.  Note the trail
as it travels around the “bowl” of the
Cispus Basin, across a small
waterfall and on around the contour
to the top of Cispus Pass where one
could peer over into the next
mountain range into the Yakima
Indian Reservation.  Keep your eyes
open for shaggy Mountain Goats
towards Gilbert Peak near the
snowfield, Deer, Elk, and sometimes,
Black Bear.  For additional hiking in
this area, climb the waterfall to the
meadow above it and discover an
assortment of thriving wild flowers,
sparkling pools, snow, and unlimited
streams of cold water.  The talus slopes are filled with Hoary Marmot and Pika.  The high mountain to
your right is home to Wild Goats.  At the very top towards your right you can sit on the knife edge of
the ridge, look down onto a glacier and view mountains for miles.  Towards the north will be Ives
Peak, Old Snowy Mountain, Elk Pass and Mt Rainier.  It's a beautiful place to explore if you have a
full day. One of my best experiences was to camp at Cispus for two nights and explore off-trail areas
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on the mountain. 

Day 3:
Another excellent day hike would begin from your camp.  Proceed north along

the PCT to the top of the saddle at
Old Snowy Mountain.  From here,
take in an awesome view of Mt
Rainier across Packwood Glacier.
 Look for Wild Goats across the
valley towards your right as they
graze on the mountainside. Using
binoculars, follow the path of the
PCT as it makes its way across the
knife edge ridge towards Elk Pass.
 You night be able to make out
obscure, Coyote Trail as it leaves
the PCT subs heads off down the
mountainside into the Packwood
valley towards Packwood Lake below. 

A fun destination can also be to scramble to the top of Old Snowy for a 360
degree view of the world.  Be careful of
sliding in the snowfields as one can pick up
speed and fall into the rocks below.  From
the top is Old Snowy Mountain, you will
see Ives and Gilbert Peaks, Mt Adams, Mt
St Helens, Hawkeye Point and Mt Rainiet.  
 Return from there to camp and enjoy a hot
meal around a campfire.
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Day 4:
Pack up your camp and head for the Lily
Basin Trail towards Goat Lake.  Take a
break and enjoy the Lake for a while.  Then
hike on beyond Goat Lake to the top of
Goat Ridge where you will keep to the right

at the intersection of Goat Ridge Trail and Lily Basin Trail, climbing up towards the top where high
country campsites await your arrival.  No need to worry about water as there has always been plenty.
There are several adequate campsites to fit your group before you



 reach the very top of the ridge.  The last site along the trail upward is one of my favorites, as well as
the one a bit lower down along the mountain's edge.  It provides amazing vistas of sunsets and
sunrises on both Mt Adams and Mt St. Helens.  For a side hike excursion, take a walk up to the very
tip top of Hawkeye Point and look down on icy Goat Lake.  If you look closely, you will most likely
find a small herd of Mountain Goats feeding along the far ridges.  Look to the North and see amazing
Mount Rainier standing tall; glistening with snowfields and glaciers.  To the South, you will have
views of Mt Saint Helens, Mt Adams and the very tip of Mt Hood.  To the west is flat topped, Mt St
Helens, that erupted on July 10, 2008.  She was a beautiful cone shaped mountain before that day. You
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are probably standing on some of her ashes if you are in Goat Rocks. Towards the East stands Old
Snowy, Ives Peak, Gilbert Peak and a couple other peaks dotted with late summer snowfields.

Day 5:
Pack up and head back down to the Goat Ridge Trail 96, take a right and head to the Berry Patch
Trailhead. This will give you more awesome views you haven't seen yet. At the trailhead you can
walk up the road to your vehicle, or send a couple of drivers to go fetch it for you!

All in all, the Goat Rocks Wilderness is one of my favorite places in the world.  Although it is slowly
being “discovered” by more and more hikers, there are still plenty of places where you can find God
at work.
 
Happy Trails!
 

 

Eagle Cap in the Wallowa Mountains
Access point is at Two Pan Trailhead out of Lostine, OR.  

Directions:  Travel East on Interstate 84 and take Exit 261 to La Grande, OR.  Turn right onto OR
82-E towards Wallowa.  Follow OR 82-E for 54 miles to the town of Lostine.  Don't blink or you will
miss half of it!  Watch for Lostine River Road taking off on the right.  Follow it for 18 miles to its end
where you will find a large parking area suitable for hikers and horse trailers. The trail will follow the
Lostine River into the Eagle Cap Wilderness.  


At the trailhead, park, hang your US Forest Pass from your rear view mirror, and wander over to the
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kiosk that posts information about the back country rules and wilderness regulations.  Here you can
find information about camping and fires.  Fill out a back country hiking Permit, attaching the hard
copy to your backpack for the duration of the trip.  Proceed on the trail a few hundred yards where
you will come to a trail intersection.  The right fork will take you to Minam Lake.  But today we will
take the left fork which takes you to Mirror Lake, approximately 7 miles ahead.  

The trail climbs sharply along several switchbacks and then pretty much levels out onto a long valley,
where it continues a slight upward climb towards the majestic, 9,572’ tall Eagle Cap Mountain.  

Follow this trail all the
way to Mirror Lake
where you will find
campsites along her
shores.  In our search for
the ultimate campsite,
we stumbled upon a site
where we had a
campfire and an
overlook from our high
vantage point of Eagle
Cap.  Keeping in mind
that campfires are not
allowed within ¼ mile of Mirror Lake.  Due to occasional heavy rains, run-off could pollute the
pristine lake with campfire ashes.  Our site was about 2/3rds the way along the lakeside trail, where
we crossed a small stream, and then took a little used trail to the left that took us high up on the
hillside.  It was the perfect spot for our group!

Day hiking from this base camp was in both directions.  Our first day was to hike farther up the
mountain behind us and cross-country over the hills and meadows towards a lake, where one can fish
and catch small Lake Trout.  You can also  enjoy wading in the warm shallow end of the lake, and
take pictures of amazing Water Lilies or catch, huge, 6" Lake Trout!  Continue on along the trail back
towards Moccasin Lake and to camp. 

Our second day hike was to find our way to the top of Eagle Cap.  Go down to the trail, take a right
and walk along the lake.  At the very end of the lake you will come to trail intersections.  Go left and
keep left.  Cross the stream that feeds Mirror Lake.  Head up the hill; yes, that's a nice campsite in the 6



trees. The trail climbs upward with several switchbacks and awesome views of the Lostine Valley you
came up day before yesterday. The white topped mountain to the right of Lostine Valley is The
Matterhorn. 

Be careful of late summer snowfields that can often become slick.  Follow the trail to the ridge and
then go left onto the ridge towards Eagle Cap.  You will have some amazing viewpoints where you
will see distant mountain ranges, more lakes

and perhaps, wildlife.  This area us noted for Big Horn Sheep.
 Watch for them laying on snowfields across the valley. 

From the top of Eagle Cap, one can see other mountains and
mountain ranges in all directions.  Down below you can see
several lakes you might wish to visit.  For an amazing
excursion, take a look at the back side of Eagle Cap; note the
snow covered saddle and the long downward snowfield below
it.  Towards the left the ridges form a crescent route towards
beautiful Glacier Lake.  At that point you would encounter the
main trail between Mirror Lake and Glacier Lake, where you
could make this a loop hike for the day instead of turning
around and retracing your steps.  It is a bit rugged but if you
chose to do this route, be careful to hike down off the Saddle, digging your heels into the snow as you
walked down it.  I have never considered it to be dangerous, but always use caution when boulder
hopping off trail. Upon reaching the level part of the snowfield, GO LEFT and hike towards the left
ridge and continue hiking the ridge lines as they contour AROUND THE CLIFFS.  You will intersect
the main trail.  To the left will be your way back to camp.  To your

right will be a better pick for an awesome side hike down
to icy Glacier Lake!  From this ridge you MUST hike
down to Glacier Lake on the trail and take a close look.  It
is amazing!  Some 
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of our teens swam out to the island and had an amazing
experience!

To return to camp, hike back up the hill, staying on the
main trail all the way to Mirror Lake.  If you feel the urge
to take a dip in chilly Moccasin Lake, DO IT!  

For your final night of camping, you have two options.
 You can remain in your current camp and hike out the 8
miles the next day, making the most of Mirror Lake.
 Or...........If you have the time and an extra day, pack up
camp and head back down along Mirror Lake.  Past the
lake take a left at the trail intersection near where you
began your hike up to Eagle Cap, except this time, take

the fork that takes you straight across the valley. If you have your back to Eagle Cap, the trail you
want crosses over the mountain on your left. Make your way past the pond where we have seen Elk
grazing and follow the trail up and over the ridge where you will begin to view Minam Lake down in
the distance.  Minam Lake also offers excellent campsites.  You could also take a morning, two mile
hike up to North Lake before returning to break camp and hike out along Minam Lake and on down
the Minam Lake Trail to the point where you first began!  You will merge onto the trail where you
took the left fork. 
 
Happy Trails!
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jefferson Park at Mount Jefferson:

Directions:   Drive south on I-5 through Salem, Oregon and take Santiam Highway 22 east towards

Detroit Lake.  
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From the Cafe continue 10.5 miles, take the left fork Forest Service Road 2243, Whitewater Creek
Road.  Stay on this road for a 7.6 mile dirt road trip to the Whitewater Trailhead, where you would
begin the actual hiking.  Your destination would be on the North Shore of Scout Lake, a hiking
distance of 6 miles and 1800’ elevation gain.  Take Map and Compass to insure your route.  Remain

on the Whitewater Trail as it passes through flower-filled meadows and crosses streams.  

At its intersection with Triangulation Peak Trail, keep right. After the creek crossing, you will soon
come to an intersection with the Pacific Crest Trail, keep left.  Take the PCT up hill to your left.  It
will soon break out onto Jefferson Park.  Keep to the trail for about 3/4 mile, around Scout Lake and
take the spur trail on your left to a nice campsite on the north side of Scout Lake. 
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Scout Lake had the best campsite for a group of 12.  Bays Lake to the west was  more scenic but
provided few spaces for multiple tents.  Farther up the PCT is Russell  Lake and there are several
campsites there. As Mosquitoes are plentiful and pretty much rule the Park, we would recommend
taking a Mosquito Net shelter in which you would share devotionals and meals without becoming a
meal yourself!  We strung a line high between two trees and tied our mosquito net  from the line near
the center of our communal campsite.  

Be sure to take plenty of Insect Repellant and anti-itch creme with you for this Trek.  Long sleeve
shirts and pants come in quite handy, as would a mosquito net, hat and gloves.   Keep your tents
zipped closed, opening them only long enough to enter or exit.  Before sleeping for the night,
everyone inside the tent take a few minutes to do a “mosquito sweep” and eliminate those that
managed to enter with you. Otherwise, they would feast on you all night. 

An optional Mosquito Net of adequate size would be helpful for the cook when meals are prepared!
 Be cautious of your cooking fire and keep flames away from the net.  NO HORSEPLAYING
AROUND FIRES!!  

Our first day hike was around Bays Lake taking pictures and boulder hopping.  The Mosquitoes had
settled down and we were just fine with a little repellant on.  There are other lakes in the area.  On a
wind-free morning or evening, reflection photographs of Mt Jefferson are awesome!

A more high adventure day hike would be to take the Pacific Crest Trail along beautiful Russell Lake
(which, incidentally, makes for a most beautiful photograph when the wind is calm and Mount
Jefferson is reflected in the calm water).  Continue on the PCT a few miles to the top of the ridge
where you can see other notable peaks off in the distant, like Black Butte.  From the ridge we walked
on the mountain to our left and did “cross country”, looking down into a snow filled pond and beyond
to our own campsite.  From there we used our map and compass to skate down the giant snowfield
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and “cross country” to intersect with the PCT, where we headed back towards camp.



This is an amazing place to see.  Please remember trail and camping etiquette in this pristine area.
 Many careless hikers have etched unauthorized trails around the lakes.  The Forest Service is
considering imposing limits to the number of hikers who can enter this area because of the abuse.  As
in all wilderness areas, please stay on the trails!  Follow the Wilderness Regulations and LEAVE NO
TRACE camping.
 
Happy Trails!
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise Point on Mount Hood: 

Entry point for this trek is the PCT at Timberline Lodge.

Directions:   When the mountain weather is good, this is an awesome place to see!  Take Highway 26
East out of Portland, OR, about 61 miles towards Mount Hood.  Just past Government Camp watch
for the marked road to Timberline Lodge to the left.  Take this up the mountain to the parking lot.  If
you are being dropped off by a designated driver or two, you will not need to concern yourself with
parking issues.  If not, you may need a parking pass. 11



The Pacific Crest Trail is nearby and that is your trail to Paradise.  It may also be signed Timberline
Trail 600.  Scout the area behind the Lodge and locate the PCT.  Be sure to sign in at the information
station located a few hundred yards up the trail to secure your Wilderness Permit to attach to your
backpack for the duration of the trek.

The PCT circumvents Mt Hood on the west. The trail offers closeup views of the glaciers on beautiful
Mt Hood. From this elevation you can see Mt Jefferson and The Three Sisters to the south, not to
mention the awesome Timberline Lodge.  At the 2 mile mark you approach the rim of Zig Zag
Canyon, an overlook with views into the Canyon, Zig Zag Glacier on Mt Hood and, across the valley
Paradise Park. 

The trail drops steeply into Zig Zag Canyon, etched out by years of Glacial activity and run-off.
Before crossing Zig Zag Creek, look over your right shoulder to see a nice waterfall.

Continue up the trail, taking the spur trail to the right of the PCT when you come to it.  The trail is
well traveled and clearly marked to Paradise Park. This will open up at the top to awesome closeups
of Mt Hood and a myriad of wild flowers.  

Camping sites are limited but we camped at the first one in Paradise after crossing a small stream.
 Before crossing the stream and to our left was a one-tent site, but farther up near the remnant of an
old Shelter, there is room to set up 4 or 5 tents. 

Side hikes during the day could be taken farther up onto the mountain to explore waterfalls and
glaciers.  This particular Trek could be for 3 nights with an option for the third night to camp close to 12



Ramona Falls, which you run across by continuing on the PCT. There are adequate campsites one
could have after crossing the Sandy River washout near the old Ranger Cabin where PCT-ers, years
ago, would check in before proceeding up the trail.  
  If you chose to hike out via Ramona Falls area to the nearest trailhead, you would need to have a
provision for pick-up at the Ramona Falls Trailhead.  Otherwise, to complete your trek, return to
Timberline Lodge the way you came. 
 
Happy Trails!

 
 
 

Summerland on Mount Rainier

This is one of my favorites but is a little more difficult to secure as this one is located in a National
Park.  Groups of 6 to 12 are required to camp in the designated Group Campsites within the Park.
 These are highly sought after and must be reserved for your group.  Check the government’s web site
for Mt Rainier Back Country Hiking/Camping Permits and make your application early in the year,
beginning March 15.   
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  Access is acquired by heading north on I-5 out of Portland and taking Exit 68 onto Highway 12
towards Morton and Yakima.  Outside of Packwood, WA you would cut off onto Hwy 123 and then
left onto Hwy 410.  After several miles of driving you will turn into the White River entrance, check
in with the Ranger and secure your permit and verify your reservation.
  Trail access is close by at the Frying Pan Creek Trailhead to connect to the Wonderland Trail and
hike south to Summerland.  The hike into Summerland is only 4½ miles.  As you near Summerland,
you will have awesome views of wildflowers and glacier covered Mt Rainier.  Watch closely as you
may encounter a Black Bear or two along the upper trail.  The area is teeming with Marmot.  Elk and
Goats have also been sighted in this area.  Avoid trying to pet the baby Marmots.  As cute as they are,
a bite from these rodents could sever a finger!
  You will be sleeping in and around the Adirondack, as per your reservation.  There will be hikers
coming into your camp for a look, so don’t be alarmed.  
  A great day hike can be made by hiking on up the trail to the top of the area called Pan Handle Gap,
where you can see views of other mountains including the incredible Goat Rocks Wilderness.  Keep a
sharp eye peeled for the Shaggy Mountain Goats either sunning themselves higher up on the nearby
mountain, or frolicking in the snowfields towards the South.  
  Another great day hike can be towards the mountain range to the west.  The south tip of that range
comes down near the base of Mt Rainier where you will meet the mountain face to face.  You will
find countless water falls and get a closer look at ancient glaciers on the north face of Mt Rainer.
  By requesting reservations in March for Indian Bar Camp for the second two-days, your group could
break camp at Summerland, don the packs and head south on the Wonderland Trail a distance of about
6 ½ miles and camp at Indian Bar,
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 another Adirondack shelter.
  Day hikes could be had by exploring the upper waterfalls and high snowfields to the south of this
camp.  Keep your eyes open in the evening and morning for bear activity.  As in all campsites, food
should be hung from the bear poles or trees to keep them from stealing your food.
  After your stay, pack up and continue hiking south on the Wonderland Trail.  The trail will take you
up to the top to a large flat meadow that offers spectacular 360 degree views of the area with
wildflowers and Bear Grass in bloom.  It’s the kind of place that makes you want to sink into the grass
and spend time there.  From this vantage point, we spied more than 60 Elk across the valley towards
the Mountain as they rested on a large snowfield.
  Continue making your way south about 5 miles downhill to your exit point called Box Canyon,
where you will need a vehicle to pick you up.
 
Happy Trails!
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